We will obtain our simplest model, the ETM, by adding to Turing Machines the ability to add, multiply, and compare real numbers. We allow real parameters to appear in an ETM's program. In this manner the set of real numbers becomes the underlying domain of our computations much as a finite set of symbols is the domain of computation of a Turing machine.
As successively deeper levels of GLB are allowed, successively stronger computational systems result. Functionals which can be approximated iteratively at one level (such as differentiation) can be computed exactly at a somewhat higher level. By closing our computation scheme under the GLB-operation we obtain a system closed under limiting operations in general, but one for which the question of effectively choosing elements from effectively defined sets is presently unanswered. Indeed, the solution to this last question may depend upon higher axioms of set theory.
More explicitly, take as the definition of an (ordinary) Turing machine a device consisting of (1) an infinite tape divided into squares on which symbols from some finite alphabet are written. (2) a read-write head capable of moving one square left or right under the control of (3) a finite-state-control (fsc). We consider an fsc to be a flowchart consisting of an allowable interconnection of boxes of the following forms:
multiply number on tape with that in s and store result in s branch according to sign of number in s the real number beneath the head is copied into s the real number in s is written on square of top track currently scanned by the head (for c some real number) the constant c is put into s add number on top track square currently scanned to that in s and store result in s We define Extended Turing Machines (ETMl s ) by altering the above definition as follows: The tape is divided into two parallel "tracks". Real numbers are placed on the squares of the top track, symbols from a finite alphabet on the bottom track, (so that at any moment the head rests on two squares, one above the ather, the top one containing a real num~)er, the other a discrete symbol). A real number stoTcge device, s, is added to the erstwhile finite-state control, and the following boxes are allowed to appear in flowcharts:
Each of these new boxes may have any number of incoming arrows and all but Test s has exactly one outgoing arrow. Test s has three such arrows, one corresponding to the number in s being < 0, one corresponding to = 0, one corresponding to > O. The This flowchart box has no arrow leading into it and exactly one arrow leaving it. Exactly one such box appears in a given (a) START'
The theory of effective computability is the study of those functions computable by devices which are given certain simple capabilities for manipulating discrete symbols. These capabilities include storing symbols, (e.g., on a tape), of moving symbols from one place to another, (e.g., by carrying them in a finite-state control), and of testing for equality of two given symbols. We extend the notion of effective computability to functions on the real numbers by adding abilities to store real numbers, to move them about, to compare two given numbers, and to perform the elementary arithmetic operations of addition and multiplication. This extension leads to a class of functions with properties analogous to those of ordinary recursive functions, e.g., the existence of a universal function, an iteration (or S-m-n) theorem, and a recursion theorem. A key difference between the extended theory and the classical theory is that the extended Turing Machines (ETM' s ) cannot perform searches over the reals in the way that Turing Machines can perform searches over the integers. For example, no ETM can uniformly pick elements from ETM-defined sets. After investigating some of the capabilities and limitations of the ETM's, we augment their power by adding a greatest-lower-bound (GLB) operation. This operation gives some ability to perform searches; by using the GLB operation we can pick elements from ETM-defined sets. But we find that in the new system we still cannot uniformly select elements from arbitrary sets defined within the system. as referring only to the bottom track square being scanned.
As with Turing machines, we can view ETMl s as computing partial functions by choosing conventions for initial and final configurations. For example, we say that an ETM, M, computes a partial function f:
R~R if for every real, a, if M is started with all squares on lower track blank, all squares on upper track except the one beneath the head containing 0, and the one beneath the head containing a, then M will halt iffais in domain (f) and in case M does halt, f(a) appears on the upper track square beneath the final position of the head. We will sometimes view ETM's as computing functions on, for example, R x R or R* (= set of all strings with real entries), without explicitly stating configuration conventions. We say a subset of the reals is ETM -recognizable if its characteristic function (i.e., the function which is 1 on the set and 0 off it) is ETM-computable.
Can an ETM tell if a number is rational? An analysis similar to that in Theorem I yields Proof: We say f is analytic if it can be written as a power series, A(real -) analytic function is ETM-computable iff it is a polynomial.
We Godel number ETMl s by finite strings of real numbers; the first number in a string, when viewed as an integer, encodes the structure of the ETM's program, and the rest of the string lists the real constants the program contains. As in ordinary recursion theory, the Godel numbering immediately yields the nonrecognizability of the diagonal halting set. Alternatively, the recognition of Q is easily reduced to the halting problem for ETMl s . Thus III.gives a proof other than the standard diagonalization argument that the halting problem for ETM's is not solvable by an ETM. Also, since given x we can effectively get an ETM procedure which recognizes {IX}, a corollary of I is that ETM's cannot effectively pick elements from ETM-defined sets, else IX would be a computable function. This is in marked contrast with ordinary recursion theory in which the~-operator enables us to pick out elements from (non-empty) effectively recognizable sets of integers.
Corollary III: Q, the set of rationals, is not ETM-recognizable.
be any polynomial function with real coefficients, ai. Then p is ETM-computable.
Z, the set of integers, is ETM-recognizable.
The reader may easily construct flowcharts for the following examples.
n .
(1)
ETMl s are explicitly given the ability to add and multiply. An obvious question is whether they c~n use these abilities to compute functions such as It is easy to see that if M is given input x, the only real values ever to appear during MiS computation are of the form p(x) for p some polynomial with coefficients in the ring generated by {Cl, ... ,Ck}. Let x be a point of I which is not the root of any such polynomial. (All but countably many x satisfy this requirement.) During the computation performed by M on input x only finitely many Test s instructions are encountered. Say that the values in s at these times were Pl(X)' ... 'Pr(x), and that the value outputted was q(x). For any PiiO we have Pi(x)#O, so (by continuity of polynomial functions) for some 0>0, for any y such that Ix-yl<o, for each i, Pi(x) and Pi(Y) have the same sign. It is clear that given any such y, M follows exactly the same sequence of steps as it does given x. Thus MiS output for y is q(y). So f and q agree on {y: ly-xl<o}, which by the properties of analytic functions implies f =q.
We have just demonstrated the "only if" part of the Theorem. The "if" part was the content of example
1.
GLBIW e obtain the one-level GLB Automata (GLBIA) by allowing the ability to take GLBI S of ETM-defined sets. More explicitly, we allow an additional type of flowchart box to appear in the control of a GLBIA: Q.E.D.
Q.E.D.
There is no GLBIA which, given a GLBlA-index for computing the characteristic function of a non-empty set, outputs an element of that set. (I.e., GLBIA cannot uniformly pick elements from GLBIA-defined sets.) GLB A ---nWe inductively define GLBm+lA by allowing GLB operations over GLBmA-defined sets. All GLBm+lA have the same allowable flowchart boxes and we Godel number the GLBm+IA by exactly the same method used to index GLBIA. All flowchart boxes have the same meaning as for GLBIA except that for the GLB + s instruction the index presented on the tape is taken to be the index of a GLBmA. We define GLBoA to be simply ETM's.
Theorem VII:
Preof: Suppose t~ere is such a GLBlA, M, and that it has index e. Use the recursion theorem! to define a GLBIA function f with index d such that The result of the glb operation will be 1 if e is not in the halting set and < 1 if e is in the halting set.
Given any eER*, let e denote the set of reals algebraic over the (ring generated by the) constants appearing in e. (We always take I to be an element of this ring.) If the eth ETM accepts any x not in e then, by the proofs of Theorems I and II, it accepts all reals in some neighborhood of x. It therefore accepts some rational. But Q is a subset of e. So, if the eth ETM accepts any real, it accepts a real in e. Now it is easy to see how a GLBIA can successively generate the elements of e and test each one (by simulating the eth ETM) until one is found for which the ETM gives output 1.
GLBIA can uniformly pick elements from ETMdefined sets.
Our analysis of the algebraic manipulations carried out by a given ETM in the proof of Theorem shows that if an ETM accepts any x, it accepts an x from a certain countable set which is effectively enumerable by a GLBIA. This fact yields
In view of Theorem V, it is natural to ask whether a GLBIA can pick elements from GLBIA-defined sets. We begin the answer with Lemma VI: Every value appearing during the computation of GLBlA number e on argument 0 (in R*) is algebraic over the (ring generated by the) parameters appearing in e and o.
Proof: By induction on the number of steps taken by the GLBIA. Since the set of numbers algebraic over the parameters is closed under addition and multiplication, we need only worry about what new numbers are introduced by a GLB + s step. So suppose that up to a given point in the computation all numbers which have appeared are as required, and that at Example 3:
We may use the glb operation as a quantifier over the continuum. Suppose P(x,y) is a GLBmA-computable predicate. Then is GLBm+IA-computable, for let c be any GLBoA-computable map from (0,1/2) onto R. Then lIt is routine to verify S-m-n and universal machine theorems for our indexing of GLBrA. Hence the proof of the recursion theorem in ordinary recursion theory (for example, the proof in Rogers [6] ) carries over to a proof for our automata. /ZP(c(x),y) . Given y, a GLBm+1A can get an index for a GLBmA which computes The glb operation can be used to compute limits of sequences. Suppose for each x lim f(n,x) = g(x) n-+oo Since there is a GLBpA which solves the halting problem for GLBmA, a GLBp+1A can go from 0 to indices for GLB~'s which recognize A and B. Then, using the technlque of Example 3 to decide whether A and B are empty it is straightforward to evaluate the predicate above.
Q.E.D.
The result is 0 if P(x,y) and >0 otherwise.) and f is GLBmA computable. Then g(x) is GLBm+ZA-computable.
Proof: The predicate P(x,y) = there are infinitely many natural numbers n such that f(n,x)<y is GLBm+1A-computable. (Simply do a glb operation on an index for Q.E.D.
Proof: Theorem IV gives the result for m=O. By induction, assume result holds for m. By Proposition VIII, Om is GLBZm+ZA-computable, so a GLBZm+ZA can decide whether or not a given GLBm+lA halts in k steps. Now, using the method of Theorem IV we see that the halting problem for GLBm+1A is solvable by a GLBZm+3A, i.e., a GLBZ(m+l)+lA.
For every m>O, the GLBmA halting problem is solvable by a GLBZm+lA. Theorem IV states that GLB1A can solve the halting problem for GLBoA. The proof, however, does not immediately generalize to show that GLBZA can solve the halting problem for GLB1A, for the predicate "GLB1A e on input e halts in exactly n steps" is not immediately seen to be GLB1A-computable. Why not? In simulating a given GLB1A it may be necessary to simulate a GLB~s step but if this step diverges the simulating machine will diverge also. Thus it appears that in order to compute the predicate above we need sufficient power to determine whether or not a GLB~s step performed by a GLB1A will diverge. We have the following Proposition VIII: Suppose there is a GLBnA which solves the halting problem for GLBmA. Then the predicate Corollary X: (GLB-hierarchy): Let in = zn-l. Then for each n~O, the halting problem for GLBinA is solvable by a GLBin+lA. , Proof: Immediate from Theorem IX.
Q.E.D.
There is an alternate approach to proving such a hierarchy result. Let Zn denote the power set of the set of the natural numbers. A subset of Zn, C, is said to be L~if there is a prenex formula of one free type-l variable, F(A), in the language of analysis (with parameters from Zn) which has exactly m quantifiers over Zn, the first existential, the second universal, the 3nd existential, etc., such that C = {A: F(A) holds in the standard interpretation}. We say C is analytical (with parameters) if C is L~for some m. We could show that for a suitably chosen identification of the elements of 2 n with those of R the class of analytical subsets of Zn = {C C R:C is GLB A -recognizable for some m}. The most powerful computational class we consider is obtained by formally closing under the GLBoperationa The resulting machines are the GLB-ClosedAutomata (GCA). We allow the same flowchart boxes for GLBmA and use the same Godel numbering but the interpretation of the GLB~s instruction is that the index presented is the index of a GCA. (We use transfinite induction to define the meaning of successively more and more GLB~s steps; convergent GLB~s steps will be exactly those given a meaning by this inductive process.)
We see from Example 3 that the class of GCAcomputable predicates is closed under quantification (i.e., projection) and from Example 4 that it is closed under taking pointwise limits of sequences of functions.
This strongly closed computational system bears strong similarities with those of Kleene [4, 5] and Hinman and Moschovakis [3] . The question of whether GCA can effectively pick elements from GCAdefined sets is currently open. We do have Theorem XI:
If there exists a GCA-computable well-ordering of the reals, then GCA can uniformly pick elements from GCA-defined sets.
Proof: Let LT be a GCA-computable well-ordering of the continuum. If e is the index of a GCA which computes the characteristic function of a non-empty set of reals, A, then the LT-least element of A, xo, is simply glb{x: XEA and (y)YER(y LT x implies y¢A)} which is easily seen to be GCA-computable.
By Addison [2] , if we include in our set theory the Axiom of Constructibility, then there is an analytical, (in fact~2), well-ordering of nne So by an appropriate correspondence of nn with R, there is a GLBrnA-computable well-ordering of R (for some m). Thus we have Theorem XII: v = L implies GCA can uniformly pick elements from GCA-defined sets.
